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Transfers
If you need more than one bus to get to your destination, 
transfers allow you to complete a continuous one-way trip 
without having to pay an additional fare. If you need a 
transfer, you must ask for one when you first board 
the bus and pay your fare. Transfers will not be issued to 
deboarding passengers. Local transfers are valid for 1 hour 
from the time issued. Regional transfers are valid for 2 hours.

Present a Local or Regional transfer on a local route. 
Present a Regional transfer on a regional route.
Using a Local transfer on a regional route requires an 
additional $0.40 fare ($0.30 for student, $0.20 for discount).

Transfer Options

Transfer Rules
Transfers will only be issued at the time the fare is paid.
A transfer cannot be reused on the same route it was issued.
A transfer can only be used by the person to whom it was 
issued.

Fares and Transfer Chart

Fareboxes and Passes
All B-Line buses are equipped with fareboxes that accept 
coins, bills and magnetic stripe passes.

30-DAY PASS - The major benefit for passengers is that 
this pass allows for unlimited rides and it is not limited to a 
calendar month. The pass is activated the first time it is used 
on the bus and is valid for 30 days of unlimited rides from 
that day forward. To activate the card the first time, put it 
in the Fare Card Slot . The expiration date will print on the 
back of the card. After activation,  swipe the pass through 
the Magnetic Stripe Reader  on all future rides.  

2-RIDE & 10-RIDE PASSES - To use these passes, place 
them in the Fare Card Slot . The number of rides remaining 
will print on the back of the card each time it is used.

SMART CARD - To use a smart card, simply hold it near 
the target shown on the top of the farebox.

ALL DAY PASS - For $3.75 an All Day Pass can be purchased 
directly from the bus driver for unlimited access to the entire 
system for the day. Be sure to tell the driver you want an All 
Day Pass BEFORE putting your money in the farebox.

TRANSFERS - swipe the transfer through the Magnetic 
Stripe Reader .  
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